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Abstract
This article focuses on the relationship between democracy and the notwithstanding clause in
s.33 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. A number of scholars argue that s.33
is inherently ‘democratic’, as it is an assertion of legislative supremacy. The most influential
such theory is Jeremy Waldron’s. This article offers a democracy-based critique of
Waldron’s democracy-based account of the notwithstanding clause. The argument that
the notwithstanding clause is necessarily ‘democratic’ ignores the constitution of the legis-
lature through elections and the risk of self-dealing by the legislative branch, adopts an ide-
alistic view of legislatures at odds with the reality of executive dominance and party
discipline, and over-relies on the assumption that the electorate will ensure retrospective
accountability for misuse of s.33. Contrary to Waldron and those who have adopted his argu-
ments in Canada in the context of the Charter, the article argues we can be democrats and
have faith in the capacities of legislators and voters while still maintaining skepticism about
the uses to which the notwithstanding clause may be put. In short, s.33 is not inherently
democratic. The political morality of each use of the notwithstanding clause—including
whether it helps or harms democracy—must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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I. Introduction

While the ‘notwithstanding clause’ in s.33 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms 1 “has emerged as [the Charter’s] most controversial provi-
sion,” the death of the clause has been proclaimed many times
since 1982.2 Outside of Quebec,3 s.33 had been invoked sparingly until

1. See Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being
Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11 [Charter].

2. Janet L Hiebert, “The Notwithstanding Clause: Why Non-use Does Not Necessarily Equate
with Abiding by Judicial Norms” in Peter Oliver, Patrick Macklem & Nathalie Des
Rosiers, eds, The Oxford Handbook of the Canadian Constitution (Oxford University
Press, 2017) 695 at 695.

3. See Guillaume Rousseau & François Côté, “A Distinctive Quebec Theory and Practice of the
Notwithstanding Clause: When Collective Interests Outweigh Individual Rights” (2017) 47:2
RGD 343.
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recently.4 The degree of political restraint reached the point where scholars
began to consider whether s.33 had fallen into “desuetude,”5 if there was a
constitutional convention against its use outside of Quebec,6 or if it was “sim-
ply irrelevant.”7 The era of political restraint appears to be over.8 Ontario
invoked s.33 for the first time in 20219 and openly considered using it in
another case,10 both times in relation to political rights. Quebec’s recent
use of s.33 in legislation on state secularism11 and language rights12 has been
particularly controversial.

4. See Hiebert, supra note 2 at 698; Janet L Hiebert, “Compromise and the Notwithstanding
Clause: Why the Dominant Narrative Distorts Our Understanding” in James B Kelly &
Christopher P Manfredi, eds, Contested Constitutionalism: Reflections on the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms (UBC Press, 2009) 107; Tsvi Kahana, “The
Notwithstanding Mechanism and Public Discussion: Lessons from the Ignored Practice of
Section 33 of the Charter” (2001) 44:3 Canadian Public Administration 255; Tsvi Kahana,
“Understanding the Notwithstanding Mechanism” (2002) 52:2 UTLJ 221 [Kahana,
“Understanding Notwithstanding”]; Jeffrey Goldsworthy, Parliamentary Sovereignty:
Contemporary Debates (Cambridge University Press, 2010) at 204; Eric M Adams & Erin
R J Bower, “Notwithstanding History: The Rights-Protecting Purposes of Section 33 of the
Charter” (2022) 26:2 Rev Const Stud 121.

5. Richard Albert, “Advisory Review: The Reincarnation of the Notwithstanding Clause” (2008)
45:4 Alta L Rev 1037 at 1038.

6. “[I]ndeed, a constitutional convention against [s.33]’s use may have formed everywhere except
in Quebec.” Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 204. On Quebec’s use of s.33, see Rousseau & Côté,
supra note 3; Noura Karazivan & Jean-François Gaudreault-DesBiens, “Rights Trivialization,
Constitutional Legitimacy Deficit, and Derogation Clauses: The Example of Quebec’s Laïcity
Act” (2020) 99 SCLR 2d 487.

7. Grant Huscroft, “Constitutionalism from the Top Down” (2007) 45:1 Osgoode Hall LJ 91 at 96.
8. A sign of the fact that s.33 is now on the table is the concerted interest by scholars in whether

there is a role for courts after its invocation. See Grégoire Webber, “Notwithstanding Rights,
Review, or Remedy? On the Notwithstanding Clause and the Operation of Legislation” (2021)
71:4 UTLJ 510; Robert Leckey & Eric Mendelsohn, “The Notwithstanding Clause:
Legislatures, Courts, and the Electorate” (2022) 72:2 UTLJ 189; Robert Leckey,
“Advocacy Notwithstanding the Notwithstanding Clause” (2019) 28:4 Const Forum Const
1; Maxime St-Hilaire & Xavier F Ménard, “Nothing to Declare: A Response to Grégoire
Webber, Eric Mendelsohn, Robert Leckey, and Léonid Sirota on the Effects of the
Notwithstanding Clause” (2022) 29:1 Const Forum Const 38; Geoffrey Sigalet, “Legislated
Rights as Trumps: Why the Notwithstanding Clause Overrides Judicial Review” (2023)
61:1 Osgoode Hall LJ; Brian Bird & Kristopher Kinsinger, “Constitutional Exegesis,
Animating Principles and City of Toronto” (2022) 110 SCLR 2d 38 at 54-55.

9. Working Families v Ontario, 2021 ONSC 4076 struck down campaign finance spending limits
on third party/interest group spending in the pre-electoral period as a violation of freedom of
political expression in s.2(b) of the Charter. Ontario then amended the law to include an invo-
cation of s.33. The amended legislation was found to be Charter-compliant in Working
Families v Ontario, 2021 ONSC 7697 before being struck down as a violation of the right
to vote in s.3 of the Charter by a 2-1 margin inWorking Families v Ontario, 2023 ONCA 139.

10. Toronto (City) v Ontario (AG), 2021 SCC 34 upheld the constitutionality of the Province of
Ontario reducing the number of Toronto municipal electoral wards and their boundaries in the
middle of a municipal election.

11. SeeHak c Procureure générale du Québec, 2021 QCCS 1466, where the legislation prohibited
some religious minorities from specific positions in the public sector in service of state secu-
larism or laïcité. The legislation was recently upheld by the Quebec Court of Appeal with a
decision released on February 29, 2024. See World Sikh Organization of Canada v Attorney
General of Quebec, 2024 QCCA 254.

12. See Bill 96, An Act Respecting French, the official and common language of Québec, 2nd Sess,
42nd Leg, Québec, 2021 (assented to 1 June 2022), SQ 2022, c 14.
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This article focuses on the relationship between s.33 and democracy in general
and the use of the notwithstanding clause in relation to political rights in particular. A
number of scholars have advocated for more frequent use of the notwithstanding
clause on explicitly democratic grounds.13 While the debates about the notwithstand-
ing clause have often centered around the separation of powers, dialogue theory, and
so on, proponents of the use of s.33 have rooted their arguments in the democratic
legitimacy of the legislative branch, namely Parliament and the provincial legisla-
tures. The most influential theory of the legitimacy of the notwithstanding clause
is Jeremy Waldron’s democracy-based account.14 Waldron’s reasoning has been
directly adopted by some who argue for the democratic legitimacy of s.33.15

This article offers a democracy-based critique of Waldron’s democracy-based
account of the notwithstanding clause.16 In brief, Waldron’s argument as applied

13. Russell writes “We have much less chance of realizing [the deliberative] democratic ideal, if
: : : we give judges the last word, the ultimate say, on rights issues raised by the Charter. To
exclude citizens and their elected legislators from the ultimate determination of these issues is
to exclude them from resolving questions of justice which should be at the very heart of polit-
ical life.” Peter H Russell, “Standing Up for Notwithstanding” (1991) 29:2 Alta L Rev 293 at
300. Dwight Newman maintains: “The presence of the notwithstanding clause is challenging
for those adhering to theories in which governments must always be constrained. At their
extreme, such theories effectively presume that governments will generally act irresponsibly
in respect of rights. The notwithstanding clause, not making such a presumption that would
implicitly deny the very idea of democratic governance, precisely calls upon governments
to make deliberate, responsible choices.” Dwight Newman, “Canada’s Notwithstanding
Clause, Dialogue, and Constitutional Identities” in Geoffrey Sigalet, Grégoire Webber &
Rosalind Dixon, eds, Constitutional Dialogue: Rights, Democracy, Institutions (Cambridge
University Press, 2019) 209 at 226. Manfredi states that “rights-based judicial review taken
to its extreme becomes an anti-democratic power wielded by courts to alter the fundamental
character of a nation’s constitution without significant popular participation or even public
awareness.” Christopher P Manfredi, “The Day the Dialogue Died: A Comment on Sauvé
v Canada” (2007) 45:1 Osgoode Hall LJ 105 at 123. See also Christopher P Manfredi,
Judicial Power and the Charter: Canada and the Paradox of Liberal Constitutionalism,
2nd ed (Oxford University Press, 2001); Grant Huscroft, “Rationalizing Judicial Power:
The Mischief of Dialogue Theory” in Kelly & Manfredi, supra note 4, 50 at 61.

14. Waldron writes at times specifically of s.33. His general arguments for parliamentary sover-
eignty and against judicial review can also be extended into the context of s.33. On the sub-
stance, in my view, there is little daylight between his general views on parliamentary
sovereignty and judicial review on the one hand and his specific ones on s.33 on the other.
His most relevant works are: Jeremy Waldron, “The Core of the Case” (2006) 115:6 Yale
LJ 1346 [Waldron, “Core of the Case”]; Jeremy Waldron, “A Rights-Based Critique of
Constitutional Rights” (1993) 13 Oxford J Leg Stud 18 [Waldron, “Rights-Based
Critique”]; Jeremy Waldron, Law and Disagreement (Oxford University Press, 1999);
Jeremy Waldron, “Some Models of Dialogue between Judges and Legislators” in Grant
Huscroft & Ian Brodie, eds, Constitutionalism in the Charter Era (LexisNexis
Butterworths, 2004) 7; Jeremy Waldron, Political Political Theory: Essays on Institutions
(Harvard University Press, 2016) [Waldron, Political Political Theory].

15. Huscroft, for example, refers to “the standard objections dialogue theorists raise in opposition
to coordinate interpretation—concerns about tyranny of the legislative majority and the inap-
propriateness of legislatures being judge in their own cause, and so on.” Huscroft, supra note
13 at 57. He then writes: “All of these standard objections have been dispatched by Jeremy
Waldron” (ibid at 64, n 35) and cites Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1395-1401.

16. Goldsworthy has the view that some of Waldron’s arguments are inapplicable to the Charter
because they are made in the context of systems where rights are beyond legislative override.
In my view, given the abstract nature of Waldron’s arguments, this is not a serious impedi-
ment to a good-faith application of his views to the Canadian context. See Goldsworthy,
supra note 4 at 206.
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to s.33 goes as follows.17 In a society with inevitable disagreement about moral
principles, the right of political participation ensures each citizen has a say in
matters affecting their interests. Most importantly, it demonstrates the respect
owed to each individual as a political equal capable of deliberating about politics,
including the substance of rights. Political participation in a representative
democracy culminates in the institution of the legislature, which has superior
democratic legitimacy in comparison with the unelected judiciary. Democracy
requires that the legislature be the venue for resolving conflicts about rights,
including political rights. In this argument, legislative invocation of s.33 pos-
sesses an unimpeachable democratic pedigree. Allowing courts to decide moral
matters or to resolve disputes about constitutional rights is a repudiation of polit-
ical equality and is, therefore, anti-democratic. In the most robust version of this
argument, concern about potential misuse of s.33 reflects undue cynicism as to
the intentions of legislators and an elitist tendency to look down on voters by
doubting their capacity to deliberate. Skepticism of s.33 has therefore sometimes
been characterized not as trepidation about the potential misuse of state power,
but as revealing reticence about democracy itself.18

This article argues that there are contradictions at the heart of the Waldron-ian
account of democracy and s.33, as the notwithstanding clause itself can be used to
subvert democracy. Waldron’s argument is explicitly conditional on healthy
democratic institutions already being in place and the right of political participa-
tion, which he calls the “right of rights,” being well-protected.19 Such precondi-
tions cannot be assumed, even in a country with a long democratic tradition such
as Canada. The actual as opposed to the ideal operation of the main institutions of
constitutional democracy, especially the legislature, must be assessed. The scope
of s.33 also leaves significant room for the “right of rights” to be unduly
restricted. Even though s.33 is inapplicable to the right to vote (s.3) and some
structural democratic rights (ss.4-5), it applies to freedom of political expression
and association (s.2) as well as equality rights (s.15), which are all directly rele-
vant to elections. If Waldron is correct that invocations of s.33 are legitimate
because of the democratic nature of a representative legislature, then uses of
the notwithstanding clause that harm electoral accountability or political partici-
pation should be seen as illegitimate even on his own account. They are illegiti-
mate for being inconsistent with the very reason that he argues we should respect
the legislature in the first place. A truly democratic account of the notwithstand-
ing clause must accept, in other words, limits on its use where the right to political
participation, electoral accountability, or democracy writ large is in peril. The
democratic legitimacy of any particular use of s.33 must be assessed in this light.

This article proceeds as follows. Section II sets out Waldron’s defence of s.33
on democratic grounds, including the centrality of political participation to his

17. See generally Waldron, supra note 14.
18. See Newman, supra note 13 at 226.
19. Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra note 14 at 232, quoting William Cobbett as cited in LJ

MacFarlane, The Theory and Practice of Human Rights (Temple Smith, 1985) at 142.
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theory. Section III articulates the democracy-based critique of s.33. I will argue
that Waldron’s account: 1) ignores the constitution of the legislature itself
through elections; 2) assumes an ideal legislature with robust checks on political
behaviour; and 3) over-estimates the capacity of elections to discipline misuse of
s.33. As a result, the democracy-based defence of s.33 as articulated to date has
failed to satisfactorily address the potential risks to democracy from misuse of the
notwithstanding clause. That account is deficient for not recognizing limits on the
legitimate uses of s.33. Section IV argues that the potential for s.33 to be used so
as to harm political participation or electoral accountability remains a serious
concern. In short, while the text of s.33 excludes ‘Democratic Rights’ in
ss.3-5 of the Charter from s.33, many of the freedoms that make elections truly
free and fair are still subject to the clause.20 Section V concludes by considering
the implications of these arguments.

II. The Democracy-Based Defence of s.33

a) The Waldron-ian Account

The main argument by proponents of more frequent invocation of s.33 by legis-
lative bodies is based in a particular account of democracy. Whether used in
response to a judicial decision striking down a statute as invalid on Charter
grounds or pre-emptively in anticipation of such a result,21 s.33 allows legisla-
tures to have the final say on the rights and freedoms to which it applies.22 As
Jeffrey Goldsworthy writes, “the most powerful and popular argument against the
judicial enforcement of constitutional rights maintains that it is undemocratic for
unelected judges to invalidate laws enacted by a democratically elected legisla-
ture.”23 While the democratic argument for constitutional interpretation by legis-
latures has several variations, the argument’s most thorough articulation comes
from Jeremy Waldron. Waldron has also shaped the Canadian debate.24 It is
therefore worthwhile setting out in some detail Waldron’s claims regarding polit-
ical participation, judicial review, and the legislature, as well as on s.33.

20. Section 33 applies to s. 2 (fundamental freedoms), s.7 (life, liberty, and security of the person),
rights in the criminal justice system (s.8-14), and equality rights (s.15). Sections 2 and 15 are
the most important in relation to political participation. See Charter, supra note 1.

21. On whether s.33 should be invoked pre-emptively or only after invalidation by a court, see
Brian Slattery, “A Theory of the Charter” (1987) 25:4 Osgoode Hall LJ 701; Kahana,
“Understanding Notwithstanding”, supra note 4 at 224; Paul C Weiler, “Rights and Judges
in a Democracy: A New Canadian Version” (1984) 18 U Mich JL Ref 51; Paul C Weiler,
“Of Judges and Rights, or Should Canada Have a Constitutional Bill of Rights?” (1980)
60:2 Dal LJ 205; Lorraine Weinrib, “Learning to Live with the Override” (1990) 35
McGill LJ 541; Kent Roach, “Dialogic Judicial Review and its Critics” (2004) 23 SCLR
2d 49 at 61.

22. Section 33(3) imposes a 5-year sunset period. Section 33(4) requires that the declaration be
renewed every five years for it to remain in effect. Section 33(5) subjects each subsequent
invocation to the 5-year rule. See Charter, supra note 1.

23. Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 204.
24. See Huscroft, supra note 13 at 57, 64, n 35.
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Waldron starts from the premise that there will be genuine differences in soci-
ety that must be respected as to how rights should be interpreted.25 The founda-
tional right in a democracy is political participation, the “right of rights.”26

Waldron rejects instrumental accounts of the rights to vote and participate in pol-
itics.27 We should instead respect a right of political participation, Waldron
argues, because of the “denigration that is involved when one person’s views
are treated as of less account than the views of others on a matter that affects
him as well as the others.”28 The “peculiar insult” in denying a right of political
participation to a person is due to the impact on the person’s “own rights and
interests,” which are affected without their input.29 Denying political rights
means rejecting the excluded individual’s “capacity to decide responsibly” or
to deliberate on the matter at issue.30 The right of political participation stems
from the “capacity of ordinary people for intelligent and conscientious moral
deliberation.”31 If we are to take seriously the equal moral worth of each individ-
ual and their capacities, we must respect their right to participate.

Given the inevitability of conflicting interpretations of rights and clashes
between rights, we must collectively decide which institution is the preferred
venue for resolving those conflicts. For Waldron, the answer is the legislature
chosen by the people exercising their right to participate on equal terms and pop-
ulated by legislators whose capacity to deliberate should also be respected.
Waldron’s “central objection to judicial review is that it denies (or at least cur-
tails) citizens’ ‘right to democratic participation’.”32 Legislatures are the preferred
institution in which to make decisions about “what rights we have.”33 It is elitist
and anti-democratic to have a “judicial aristocracy”34 or “scholarly or judicial
elite”35 substitute their view as to how to resolve disputes about rights for that
of the electorate channeled through the legislature. Judicial review is “politically
illegitimate,” as “privileging majority voting among a small number of unelected
and unaccountable judges : : : disenfranchises ordinary citizens and brushes
aside cherished principles of representation and political equality.”36 His method
focuses on procedures37 for resolving disputes about rights, rather than an

25. See Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra note 14 at 101.
26. Ibid at 232.
27. See ibid at 243. For a critique of Waldron that argues we should focus on outcomes rather than

procedure, see Aileen Kavanagh, “Participation and Judicial Review: A Reply to Jeremy
Waldron” (2003) 22:5 Law & Phil 451 at 465-69.

28. Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra note 14 at 238.
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid.
31. Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 208.
32. Kavanagh, supra note 27 at 452.
33. Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra note 14 at 244.
34. Ibid at 248.
35. Ibid at 244.
36. Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1353.
37. Kavanagh states: “Waldron argues that a result-driven approach : : : is unavailable to us,

because we disagree about what those results should be. The only alternative, according to
Waldron, is an account of political authority based solely on good procedures.” Kavanagh,
supra note 27 at 452-53.
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instrumental assessment of which institution is better able to provide specific out-
comes.38 Waldron’s claim that legislatures are generally superior to courts for
resolving complex moral disputes is therefore based in the right of political par-
ticipation, the equal moral worth of the individuals who elect the legislature, and
the capacity of legislators to deliberate, rather than a weighing of which institu-
tion has been historically or is likely to be in the future the best rights protector.

In writing explicitly on s.33, Waldron applies his existing theory of the dem-
ocratic legitimacy of the legislature based in the right of political participation.
Section 33 is taken to be the ultimate articulation of parliamentary supremacy in
the Canadian context, though a flawed one. In his view, s.33 does not go far
enough in ensuring parliamentary supremacy over the courts. That is partly
why Waldron classifies Canada as a system of strong rather than weak form judi-
cial review, despite the notwithstanding clause.39 Waldron wishes s.33 were used
more often, but he sees it as too limited to ultimately foster a fully empowered
democratic majority. Waldron therefore critiques the text of s.33 for being
worded so as to imply that the legislature is ‘overriding’ the Charter.40 The impli-
cation flowing from the text is that the legislature is overriding a particular right
or freedom rather than offering its own interpretation that happens to genuinely
differ from that of the courts. He also views the time-based limits on its use
imposed by the 5-year sunset clause as overly restrictive.41 Whatever his critiques
of the particular ways in which the text of the Charter limits the reach of the
notwithstanding clause, Waldron’s theory lends itself to a robust defence of
s.33 on democratic grounds.

One possible response to Waldron’s argument that judicial review is dem-
ocratically illegitimate is that it was political majorities in Canada who freely
chose to entrench a bill of rights.42 If political majorities have democratic

38. Waldron’s proceduralism does not guarantee that people’s interests will be equally considered,
but merely that they can “participate on equal terms.”Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra
note 14 at 213. He has made some concessions in later work that legislatures may be particu-
larly bad at respecting the rights of some minorities, including those convicted of crimes. See
Jeremy Waldron, “‘Who Wants Juristocracy?’ Who Indeed?” in Shelley Griffiths, Mark
Henaghan & Ferrere Rodriguez, eds, The Search for Certainty: Essays in honour of John
Smillie, (Thomson Reuters, 2016) 1 [Waldron, “Who Wants Juristocracy?”].

39. See Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1356-57. He says his choice of categorizing
Canada that way is “affected only slightly by the formal availability of the override” (ibid at
1357). Mark Tushnet has made the related point that weak form judicial review has the ten-
dency to drift into strong form review over time. See Mark Tushnet, “New Forms of Judicial
Review and the Persistence of Rights-and Democracy-Based Worries” (2003) 38 Wake Forest
L Rev 813.

40. “[T]he real problem is that section 33 requires the legislature to misrepresent its position on
rights. To legislate notwithstanding the Charter is a way of saying that you do not think Charter
rights have the importance that the Charter says they have.” Waldron, “Core of the Case”,
supra note 14 at 1357, n 34.

41. Goldsworthy sets out his andWaldron’s views on this point in Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 220.
42. See WJ Waluchow, A Common Law Theory of Judicial Review: The Living Tree (Cambridge

University Press, 2009); Lorraine Weinrib, “The Canadian Charter’s Transformative
Aspirations” (2003) 19:2 SCLR 2d 17. Geoffrey Sigalet argues that s.33 “is meant to enable
legislatures to construct rights in disagreement with courts.” Geoffrey Sigalet, “The Truck and
the Brakes: Understanding the Charter’s Limitations and Notwithstanding Clauses
Symmetrically” (2022) 105 SCLR 2d 187 at 190.
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legitimacy, then the decision in 1982 to entrench the Charter should be respected
as should the subsequent decisions not to invoke s.33.43 Waldron flatly rejects
this line of argument.44 He claims that if a legislature turns itself by legal means
into a dictatorship, that doesn’t justify the choice on democratic grounds.
Democracy has simply “been extinguished democratically,” as Jeffrey
Goldsworthy puts it in summarizing Waldron’s view.45 A democracy choosing
an entrenched bill of rights in Waldron’s account means nothing less than “voting
democracy out of existence, at least so far as a wide range of issues of political
principle is concerned.”46

United by concern for how best to preserve democracy, scholars have taken up
versions of Waldron’s core arguments against judicial review in the context of the
notwithstanding clause.47 Now-Justice Grant Huscroft adopts Waldron’s reason-
ing in his academic analysis of the Charter and the notwithstanding clause.48

Huscroft seeks to critique dialogue theory and, therefore, focuses to a large extent
on the separation of powers.49 He writes for example that,

I suspect that many proponents of dialogue theory would prefer that important deci-
sions be made by the Supreme Court of Canada rather than Canadian legislatures.
They cannot bring themselves to admit this essentially elitist position, however,
because democracy has a greater hold on the public imagination than judicial
review. For all of its imperfections, democracy affords a voice to the people

43. Hiebert attributes its lack of use outside of Quebec to public opinion. See Hiebert, supra note 2
at 700.

44. See Waldron, “Rights-Based Critique”, supra note 14 at 46. Like Waldron, Hiebert rejects the
notion that we should accord meaning to the majority’s choice not to invoke s.33. “It is well
beyond time for a thoughtful discussion of the notwithstanding clause to dismantle the myths
that its use signals disregard for the Charter, or that its lack of use implies respect and agree-
ment for judicial norms about the Charter.” Hiebert, supra note 2 at 710.

45. Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 209.
46. Waldron, “Rights-Based Critique”, supra note 14 at 46. See also Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at

209. Waldron and Goldsworthy differ on this issue. Goldsworthy to his credit rejects
Waldron’s argument. If we should respect the judgment of the majority, Goldsworthy says,
we should respect their choice not to use s.33 as democratic. “It would be inconsistent for
Waldron to base the right to political participation on the capacity of ordinary people for intel-
ligent and conscientious moral deliberation, but then to doubt that capacity when it comes to
deliberating about the use of an override clause” (ibid at 208).

47. Serafin et al. point out that a focus of those who view s.33 “in a largely positive light” is the
claim that the notwithstanding clause “preserves the capacity for democratic engagement.”
Stéphane Serafin, Kerry Sun, & Xavier Foccroulle Ménard, “Notwithstanding Judicial
Specification: The Notwithstanding Clause Within a Juridical Order” (2023) 110 SCLR 2d
at 135. Russell also emphasizes deliberation in legislatures; see Russell, supra note 13.

48. See Huscroft, supra note 13 at 57, 64, n 35.
49. “Dialogue theory offers a convenient rationalization—a way of downplaying, if not denying,

the very judicial power dialogue proponents prefer. The dialogue metaphor has come in handy
for the [Supreme] Court in this regard and may well continue to do so in future. Beyond this,
however, dialogue theory has little to offer Canadian constitutional law” (ibid at 610). Huscroft
is addressing here dialogue theory as articulated in Canada. See also Kent Roach, The Supreme
Court on Trial: Judicial Activism or Democratic Dialogue (Irwin Law, 2016); Peter WHogg &
Allison A Bushell, “The Charter Dialogue between Courts and Legislatures (Or Perhaps the
Charter of Rights Isn’t Such a Bad Thing After All) (1997) 35 Osgoode Hall LJ 75; Peter W
Hogg, Allison A Bushell Thornton & Wade K Wright, “Charter Dialogue Revisited—Or
‘Much Ado About Metaphors’” (2007) 45:1 Osgoode Hall LJ 193; Aileen Kavanagh,
“A Hard Look at the Last Word” (2015) 35:4 Oxford J Leg Stud 825.
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who are governed, and for their part, the people rightly expect that they should be
involved in making the decisions that concern them.50

Huscroft picks up on Waldron’s claim that allowing judicial review on rights
grounds undermines the individual’s right to political participation, understood
mainly as the right to have a say on matters that affect them.

Dwight Newman also argues for more frequent use of s.33 primarily on what
appear to be democratic grounds. He adopts a version of Waldron’s argument,
though one that departs from it by setting out some general categories of illegiti-
mate legislative action. Newman critiques extreme skepticism of legislatures’
capacity to deliberate and of s.33 as contrary to “the very idea of democratic gov-
ernance,” which rests on faith in elected representatives.51 Like Waldron, he
emphasizes political constraints on s.33: “Parliamentarians and legislatures con-
templating the use of the notwithstanding clause must act in a politically respon-
sible manner.”52 He goes beyond Waldron by setting out some specific limits on
s.33. He writes that the notwithstanding clause’s “routine” use is objectionable
and that it “would not be appropriate to have legislatures excessively involved in
second-guessing judicial decisions on an everyday basis.”53

Jeffrey Goldsworthy’s comparative analysis of parliamentary sovereignty has
Canada as a prominent case study, including detailed consideration of s.33.54 He
argues that s. 33 is a sign of respect for the wisdom of the electorate, which selects
representatives, rather than merely an institutional division of labour granting
power over constitutional interpretation to the legislature in some circumstances.
To doubt the wisdom of the electorate is anti-democratic in his argument, as on
Waldron’s. “[All democrats] should have considerable faith in the inherent intel-
ligence, knowledge and virtue of the electorate.”55 Goldsworthy argues that s.33
offers the possibility of more democratic constitutional politics than one domi-
nated by courts: “In principle, an override clause such as s.33 should help legis-
lators resist the democratic debilitation that might otherwise attend the
legalization of rights.”56 It is courts that threaten democracy on his account,
not the majority acting contrary to minority interests. Goldsworthy’s account ech-
oes Waldron’s in tying the legitimacy of the legislature to the respect owed to the
electorate and in viewing s.33 as the ultimate assertion of the authority of the
democratically elected legislature in Canada.

50. Huscroft, supra note 13 at 61.
51. Newman, supra note 13 at 226.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid at 224.
54. See Goldsworthy, supra note 4, ch 8.
55. Ibid at 224.
56. Ibid at 222 [emphasis added].
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III. A Democracy-Based Critique of the Notwithstanding Clause

a) Introduction

The democracy-based accounts of s.33 set out above generally do not address the
threat to democracy from the misuse of the notwithstanding clause in ways that
substantially undermine representative democracy. This section lays out a
democracy-based critique of the democratic defence of the notwithstanding
clause. It makes three main critiques.

First, Waldron’s account of democracy and s.33 ignores the constitution of the
legislature through elections. Some laws passed by the legislature using the gen-
erally-accepted procedures would undermine the representativeness or demo-
cratic legitimacy of the legislature itself. Waldron’s account in particular is
explicitly based on several assumptions, which set aside this possibility of legis-
lative misbehaviour. For his theory to be correct, Waldron requires us to assume
away the risk that self-dealing legislatures will at times craft election laws that
hinder fair terms of democratic competition or restrict the right of rights. This
willing suspension of disbelief wishes away some of the most pressing problems
for contemporary democracy, including the prospect of a legislature that is com-
posed of an appreciable number of members who are hostile to the institutions
and rights that make democracy possible.

Second, the legislature in the democratic account of s.33 is envisioned in an
idealized fashion, rather than assessed on its actual performance. The critique that
Waldron views the legislature in overly optimistic terms has long been a standard
one.57 What is worthy of further elaboration in the context of s.33 is the degree to
which Waldron’s account rejects any evaluation of the actual performance of
legislatures, courts, and executives in securing or undermining rights. The many
critics of judicial review post-Charter have catalogued in great detail the failings
of courts and how they actually operate. The defenders of s.33, however, do not
engage in a similarly skeptical manner with the actual operation of the legislature.
They are idealists about legislatures, but realists about courts. They are following
Waldron in that respect, who mounts an abstract defence of legislatures as an
institution. I argue instead that it is unpersuasive to adopt a one-sided account
of institutions. In the context of s.33 we need to assess the likelihood that the
legislature will act irresponsibly, even if it acts responsibly most of the time
on most issues. The gravity of s.33’s potential misuse for Canadian democracy
requires no less.58 Even though s.33 does not apply to the democratic rights in
ss.3-5 of the Charter, there is still much room for it to have an impact on political
participation through s. 2 and s.15.

Third, the defences of s.33 as democratic require heavy reliance on electoral
accountability as disciplining governments and legislatures. The text of s.33(3)
imposes a 5-year sunset clause on invocations of the notwithstanding clause,

57. See Kavanagh, supra note 27 at 475-76.
58. Section IV considers the scope of s.33 in relation to political participation.
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which facilitates periodic electoral accountability since there must be a general
election at least every five years.59 If the courts cannot check legislatures because
s.33 has been invoked, then the electorate can, as the theory goes. The implication
of that claim is that if misuses of s.33 can be checked at the ballot box, then there
is less reason to worry about the notwithstanding clause being used to undermine
democracy. For a variety of reasons, however, elections are imperfect account-
ability mechanisms if the goal is retrospective accountability. The realistic
prospect of the sunset clause facilitating electoral accountability should not be
over-stated.

If the critiques of Waldron’s account have salience, then uses of s.33 which
harm electoral democracy are illegitimate, even on Waldron’s own reasoning.
They contradict the very reason that Waldron’s account tells us that s.33 exists.
Waldron’s theory is unable to justify limits on political rights because of the foun-
dational nature of political participation to his account. The legislature has legiti-
macy by virtue of being chosen by free and equal citizens exercising their right to
political participation. The right of rights has special primacy in Waldron’s
account. On Waldron’s logic, if s. 33 in the Canadian constitutional order is
the ultimate assertion of legislative sovereignty, then it is legitimate because
of its democratic pedigree. If the legislature uses the notwithstanding clause in
a manner that harms the right of political participation or electoral competition,
however, then it forfeits that legitimacy. Using s.33 to harm the right of rights
means denying equal concern and respect to individuals who have a stake,
because their rights or interests are affected, and who have a capacity to deliber-
ate. The reason for respecting the legislature as the institution in which to resolve
disputes about rights, on Waldron’s own argument, dissolves if the legislature
opts to thwart the right of rights or was elected under conditions that were less
than free and fair. Under such conditions, the legislature cannot be assumed to be
the institution which best reflects respect for rights holders.

Most importantly, his theory fails to provide resources that would allow us to
distinguish democracy-enhancing from democracy-harming actions by the legis-
lature. Waldron assigns political legitimacy to institutions, rather than focusing
on outcomes for rights holders, and then deliberately ignores the actual function-
ing of those bodies. Waldron’s idealized portrait of legislatures therefore incor-
porates no concrete limits on how they should use their authority. In his verve to
mount as robust a defence of legislatures as possible, he fails to give due credence
to the basic reality that any state power can be misused. One of the central chal-
lenges for constitutional democracy in Canada in a world where the notwithstand-
ing clause is regularly used is how to assess the political legitimacy of those
exercises of legislative power. Waldron’s theory does not provide guidance.

59. “No House of Commons and no legislative assembly shall continue for longer than five years
from the date fixed for the return of the writs at a general election of its members.” Charter,
supra note 1 at s 4(1).
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b) The Constitution of the Legislature Through Elections

One of the defining and enduring challenges of contemporary democracy is the
problem of self-dealing by legislatures. Representatives are elected by the laws
established by the legislature to structure elections. Elected representatives
compete in the game, but also shape its rules. There is an ongoing risk, there-
fore, that legislatures will design the rules of the game to favour themselves in
some way, rather than acting public-mindedly in legislating the operation of
elections.60 Whether laws are crafted to facilitate a particular partisan outcome
or to protect incumbents, there is plentiful evidence of self-dealing on election
laws in countries with long democratic track records, including parliamentary
democracies.61

If there is a risk of behaviour by the legislature that targets political rights,
insulates its members from the full force of electoral accountability, and so
on, then the presence of s.33 exacerbates the challenge. Contemporary democra-
cies have a variety of accountability mechanisms applicable to those wielding
public power. Elections, political checks within the legislature and executive
including conventions of responsible government, review by the courts, dissent
expressed within political parties, independent institutions such as the election
commission, the media, and so on all act to discipline political behaviour.
Elections are not the only accountability mechanism, but they are an indispens-
able and defining one for democracy to exist. Section 33 provides the opportunity
for the legislature to undermine electoral accountability by stymying judicial
invalidation of laws that would otherwise be found to violate democratic rights.

Waldron assumes away this problem by relying on four explicit assumptions in
his argument on the merits of legislatures as the preferred institution for resolving
disputes about rights. Waldron’s argument assumes the presence of: 1) “democratic
institutions in reasonably good working order, including a representative legislature
elected on the basis of universal adult suffrage”; 2) judicial institutions “in reasonably
good order”; 3) a societal commitment to individual and minority rights; and 4) “per-
sisting, substantial, and good faith disagreement about rights : : : among the mem-
bers of the society who are committed to the idea of rights.”62

Adopting these assumptions is tantamount to assuming away the strongest
objections to his democracy-based critique of judicial review. These assumptions
allow Waldron to say that even if courts and legislatures are both operating in
“good order,” legislatures remain the preferred and most legitimate institution

60. On Canada, see Michael Pal, “Breakdowns in the Democratic Process and the Law of Canadian
Democracy” (2011) 57:2 McGill LJ 299; Yasmin Dawood, “Electoral Fairness and the Law of
Democracy: A Structural Rights Approach to Judicial Review” (2012) 62:4 UTLJ 499. On the
U.K., see Jacob Rowbottom, “Political Purposes, Anti-Entrenchment and Judicial Protection of
the Democratic Process” (2022) 42:2 Oxford J Leg Stud 383; Jo Eric Khushal Murkens,
“Democracy as the Legitimating Condition in the UK Constitution” (2018) 38:1 LS 42.

61. There is a bevy of examples from around the world: see James Gardner, ed, Comparative
Election Law (Edward Elgar, 2022); Samuel Issacharoff, Fragile Democracies (Cambridge
University Press, 2017).

62. Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1360.
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in which to resolve disputes about rights. They also mean, however, that he does
not address breaches of political morality by the legislature, including legislative
action that harms the right of rights.63 In the Canadian context, the concrete risk is
that legislative supremacy facilitated by regular use of s.33 and unchecked by the
courts or other institutions could lead to the diminution of minority rights of polit-
ical participation.64

Waldron does provide further details regarding what he means by the assump-
tion of healthy “democratic institutions.”65 He says for the assumption to hold,
elections must be “fair and regular.”66 He assumes the presence of bicameralism,
deliberation within the legislative bodies, internal procedures for passing laws,
the presence of parties, and so on. He tries to set aside any critique of his account
by stating: “None of this is meant to be controversial; it picks out the way in
which democratic legislatures usually operate. : : : I am assuming that the demo-
cratic institutions are in reasonably good order. They may not be perfect.”67 He
then goes on to stipulate a culture that respects “political equality” as part of his
argument.68

None of these details address the prospect of unhealthy democratic institu-
tions or the particular problem of self-dealing. The closest he gets to acknowl-
edging this critique is to write that, “It is sometimes said that elective
institutions are incapable of reforming themselves because legislators have
an entrenched interest in the status quo.”69 He acknowledges that this concern
may be a relevant one, but confines its salience to the United States and claims,
“It is patently false elsewhere.”70 The only example he provides to substantiate
this general claim about democracy globally is one particular example from
New Zealand, namely the transition from a first past the post to a mixed-mem-
ber proportional system (MMP) in the 1990s.71 There is plentiful evidence in
the political science literature, however, that choice of electoral system is one of

63. The other implication arising from Waldron’s assumptions is that where a culture of rights
protection does not exist, his argument for majority-rule through the legislature is no longer
defensible even on his own theory. See Kyle L Murray, “Philosophy and Constitutional
Theory: The Cautionary Tale of Jeremy Waldron and the Philosopher’s Stone” (2019) 32:1
Can JL & Jur 127 at 156, n 172.

64. Some democracies attempt to get around this problem by empowering election commissions in
their constitutions and assigning them significant authority that would otherwise rest with the
legislature, executive, or courts, such as the power to veto changes to election law proposed by
the legislature. See generally Michael Pal, “Electoral Management Bodies as a Fourth Branch
of Government” (2016) 21:1 Rev Const Stud 85; Tarunabh Khaitan, “Guarantor Institutions”
(2021) 16 (S1) Asian J Comparative L S40; Mark Tushnet, The New Fourth Branch:
Institutions for Protecting Constitutional Democracy (Cambridge University Press, 2021),
ch 7.

65. Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1361. Erin Delaney convincingly argues that
Waldron also assumes a unitary rather than a federal state. See Erin Delaney, “The Federal
Case for Judicial Review” (2022) 42:3 Oxford J Leg Stud 733.

66. Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14 at 1361.
67. Ibid.
68. Ibid.
69. Ibid at 1362, n 48.
70. Ibid.
71. Waldron’s triumphalism about a responsible and reformist legislature in New Zealand is in

tension with his general insistence that we should not look to results.
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the areas of legislative or government authority where self-dealing is most
clearly evident.72 The evidence isn’t that legislatures are always bad faith
actors, but that self-dealing by legislatures is a pervasive and ongoing problem
that Waldron unduly downplays.

The right of political participation is so integral to Waldron’s theory that he
argues it should not be limited to further other rights or principles.73 Section 33
allows legislatures a nearly unfettered hand to restrict political participation, how-
ever, with the exception of the right to vote. I agree with Waldron that the right of
rights is indeed special and requires unique protection, given that it is founda-
tional to self-government. Waldron’s insistence on a pure theory of legislative
supremacy, however, amounts to unilateral disarmament in the ongoing struggle
to preserve democratic governance. Rather than seeking to check potentially seri-
ous consequences for democracy of its misuse, Waldron’s theory simply asks us
to trust the legislature. A defence of s.33 on the basis that legislatures always have
democratic legitimacy in all of their actions ignores the serious consequences for
democracy if the notwithstanding clause is misused to limit political participation
and free and fair elections. It also stands in contradiction with Waldron’s own
adoption of the right of rights as the centrepiece of his theory of institutional
legitimacy.

c) The Non-Ideal Legislature

The advent of the Charter forced Canada to wrestle with the presence of a written
bill of rights enforceable by the courts alongside the tradition of parliamentary
sovereignty.74 With newfound authority granted by the framers and embraced
by the judiciary, the courts have deservedly come under intense scrutiny in
the 40 years of living with the Charter. The advocates for more frequent use
of the notwithstanding clause have been unsparing in their criticism of the actual
operation of courts, as opposed to their theoretical role in rights protection.
Legislatures deserve equal scrutiny, especially if they are going to be more force-
ful in exercising the powers granted to them in s. 33. We should not be realists
about courts but idealists about legislatures.75

72. For example, Carles Boix shows “that electoral systems derive from the decisions the ruling
parties make to maximize their representation.” Carles Boix, “Setting the Rules of the Game:
The Choice of Electoral Systems in Advanced Democracies” (1999) 93:3 American Political
Science Rev 609 at 609. See also Kenneth Benoit, “Models of Electoral System Change”
(2004) 23:3 Electoral Studies 363; Alan Renwick, The Politics of Electoral Reform:
Changing the Rules of Democracy (Cambridge University Press, 2010).

73. See Kavanagh, supra note 27 at 457.
74. See Leckey & Mendelsohn, supra note 8 at 203-04, n 68.
75. “Instead of adopting a position of hardened cynicism towards the judiciary alone, what is

needed is a ‘healthy constitutional scepticism’ spread across all three branches of government.”
Aileen Kavanagh, “Recasting the Political Constitution: From Rivals to Relationships” (2019)
30:1 King’s LJ 43 at 72 [footnotes omitted].
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While writing in the political constitutionalist tradition,76 Waldron’s lack of
skepticism with regard to the legislature is at odds with one of the leading lights
of that line of thought, J.A.G. Griffith.77 Griffith in his famous “The Political
Constitution” argues for healthy skepticism toward all institutions wielding pub-
lic power, the legislature included.78 Tom Poole writes that,

‘The Political Constitution’ is no paean for democracy, then, but is better read as a
diatribe aimed at instilling a rigorous scepticism into constitutional thinking. We
should—indeed, if we value our freedoms, must—be sceptical in the face of all
claims and justifications for power, whether the claim comes from a judge [or a]
politician.79

The Waldron-ian lack of skepticism toward the legislature is reflected in the
writing of Canadian scholars who apply categories to understand how the not-
withstanding clause has been used to date. Janet Hiebert sets out four categories
for how s.33 has been invoked.80 The first is political protest in the early years
of the Charter, particularly Quebec’s “omnibus and retroactive” use of s.33
from 1982-1985.81 Quebec purported to apply the notwithstanding clause to
all legislation, which led to the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in
Ford v Quebec in 1988 setting procedural limits on s.33’s invocation.82 The
second and third are forms of risk aversion in the face of uncertainty about
how the courts would interpret the Charter.83 Such risk aversion can lead legis-
latures to pre-emptively use s.33 even prior to the invalidation by the courts of a
statute for non-compliance with the Charter. Hiebert provides examples mainly

76. I side with those who argue that the legal constitutionalism versus political constitutionalism
framing is mostly unhelpful, as any functional system needs both elements. “[J]udicial review
should not be posed as an alternative to democratic government, but rather (if at all) as one
element within that government.” Kavanagh, supra note 27 at 454. “This leads to the suspicion
that normative accounts of legal and political constitutionalism blur into one another. : : : There
is no pure theory of legal or political constitutionalism.” Alison L Young, “Dialogue and Its
Myths: Whatever People Say I Am, That’s What I’m Not” in Sigalet, Webber & Dixon, supra
note 13, 35 at 61 [Young, “Dialogue and Its Myths”.] See also Alison L Young, Democratic
Dialogue and the Constitution (Oxford University Press, 2017).

77. Young writes that Griffith and TRS Allan (whom Young views as writing in the legal consti-
tutionalist tradition) “both recognize that the legislature and judiciary play a role in protecting
rights, although the roles are different.” Young, “Dialogue and its Myths”, supra note 76 at 61.

78. See JAG Griffith, “The Political Constitution” (1979) 42:1 Mod L Rev 1.
79. Thomas Poole, “Tilting at Windmills: Truth and Illusion in the ‘Political Constitution’” (2007)

70 Mod L Rev 250 at 262 [emphasis in original]. Kavanagh reads Griffith the same way:
“Griffith’s positive argument was not based on a romantic or idealised view of how represen-
tative government works. In fact, Griffith was deeply distrustful of all those in political power
and was acutely aware of the authoritarian and elitist tendencies of all governments.”
Kavanagh, supra note 75 at 47 [emphasis in original, footnotes omitted].

80. See Hiebert, supra note 2 at 702. She also adds in a fifth potential use of providing a legislature
additional time to respond to a suspended declaration of invalidity. As Hiebert points out,
Justice Brown suggested as much in Carter v Canada (AG), 2015 SCC 5 (physician-assisted
death).

81. Hiebert, supra note 2 at 698.
82. Ford v Quebec, [1988] 2 SCR 712.
83. She distinguishes here between risk aversion in reaction to uncertainty around interpretation of

one of the rights or freedoms of the Charter or around how the limitations analysis in s.1 will be
interpreted.
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from the early years of the Charter as evidence of the relevance of these cate-
gories.84 The fourth and most important category is political disagreement over
judicial interpretation of the Charter. It is here that Parliament or a legislature
would offer a different interpretation of a Charter right or freedom than do the
courts. The now much-recited argument that it is a misnomer to label s.33 as the
‘override’ provision rests primarily on this category. On this theory, the legis-
lature is merely offering a different interpretation of a provision.

While not explicit on the underlying normative assumptions, Hiebert like
Waldron does not address the possibility that the legislature functions less than
ideally. Hiebert’s four categories do not include one for misuse of s.33 in regard
to political participation rights or otherwise. That legislatures do not always
behave in a perfectly deliberative fashion, or that they may engage in self-dealing
in setting election law, or that they may discriminate against an unpopular minor-
ity are simply not part of the categories. Hiebert does draw a distinction between
constitutional interpretations put forward by Parliament in “good faith,” as
opposed to “rolling the dice” where the law seems certain to be ruled unconstitu-
tional.85 That distinction, however, goes to the likelihood of a law being invalidated
by the courts, not whether the legislature is acting in good faith. Hiebert proposes
technical changes to the role of the Minister of Justice and Parliamentary committees
in assessing possible invocations of s.33 and constitutional interpretations.86 While
such reforms have merit as a general matter, it is hard to see them acting as a robust
enough check against a determined government.

A potential response to skepticism of legislatures is that the public-minded-
ness of responsible legislators protects against misuse of s.33. Waldron argues
that we should have faith that “voters and legislators are capable of focusing their
deliberations on the general good.”87 Concern for the possibility that s.33 will be
misused, however, doesn’t turn on an anti-democratic rejection of the capacity of
voters and legislators. As Aileen Kavanagh put it in an early critique of Waldron:
“Capacity for moral judgement is not inconsistent with moral fallibility.”88

There are also structural reasons to worry about the actual as opposed to ide-
alized performance of Canadian legislatures, particularly around checking gov-
ernments and engaging in deliberation about rights. Canadian politics is
characterized by high levels of party discipline, executive dominance, and the
centralization of power in the Prime Minister or Premier’s office.89 There is

84. See Hiebert, supra note 2 at 699. Quebec’s pre-emptive use of s.33 six times in relation to the
uncertain constitutionality of pensions, benefits, and the like shows risk aversion in the face of
evolving equality rights jurisprudence. For risk aversion in the face of s.1, she cites Quebec’s
invocation of s.33 in relation to denominational educational rights on six occasions (ibid at 700).

85. Ibid at 710.
86. Ibid at 710-11.
87. Waldron, Law and Disagreement, supra note 14 at 417.
88. Kavanagh, supra note 27 at 477.
89. See Herman Bakvis & Steven B Wolinetz, “Canada: Executive Dominance and

Presidentialization” in Thomas Poguntke & Paul Webb, eds, The Presidentialization of
Politics: A Comparative Study of Modern Democracies (Oxford University Press, 2005)
200; Alex Marland, Whipped: Party Discipline in Canada (UBC Press, 2020); JF Godbout,
Lost on Division: Party Unity in the Canadian Parliament (University of Toronto Press,
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plenty of evidence that shows that political checks within legislatures are not as
robust as they should be. The House of Commons may also operate very differ-
ently than a provincial legislature with no upper house, less media scrutiny, and
so on. While legislators of course have agency, to be blunt they are often closely
directed by the executive.

The role of the executive is generally under-theorized in Waldron’s consider-
able oeuvre. For example, he does not engage with judicial review of executive
action in administrative law, which is generally seen even by political constitu-
tionalists as legitimate.90 Most importantly in relation to political legitimacy,
Waldron fails to account for a strong executive that in contemporary democracies
tends to dominate the legislature. Many other leading constitutional theories have
not adequately engaged with the reality of executive dominance of the legisla-
ture.91 For Waldron, it is a particularly serious omission. To the extent that
the executive dominates the legislature, then the hierarchy of political legitimacy
that he advances with the legislature at the top is less persuasive. If what is for-
mally legislative action is tightly controlled by the executive in practice most of
the time on most issues, then the search for political legitimacy is not purely a
contrast between the courts and the legislature, but between the courts and the
executive as well. If it is not the elected executive but its unelected components
that direct the government, Waldron’s claims are even harder to sustain. Put
bluntly, the question is not always, “Should nine unelected lawyers in robes
or the elected legislature decide?” It can also be, “Should unelected political
staffers in the Prime Minister’s Office decide?” The answer to such a question
is messier than the artificial zero-sum competition over political legitimacy set
up by Waldron between courts and legislatures.

One of the early defenders of s.33, Peter Russell, qualified his support for the
provision on an evaluation of how legislatures actually operate.92 He argued that
while over-reliance on judicial review should be critiqued, support for the not-
withstanding clause should be conditional on it being “properly used,” by which
he meant “only after a reasoned debate in the legislature.”93 While Russell was
optimistic that Canadian legislatures mostly behaved deliberately,94 more recent

2020); Peter Aucoin, Mark D Jarvis & Lori Turnbull, Democratizing the Constitution:
Reforming Responsible Government (Emond Montgomery, 2011); Donald J Savoie,
Democracy in Canada: The Disintegration of our Institutions, (McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 2019); Donald J Savoie, Court Government and the Collapse of Accountability in
Canada and the United Kingdom (University of Toronto Press, 2008); Donald J Savoie,
Governing from the Center: The Concentration of Power in Canadian Politics (University
of Toronto Press, 1999).

90. See Adam Tomkins, “What’s Left of the Political Constitution?” (2013) 14:12 German LJ
2275 at 2287. Waldron excepts judicial review of the executive from his argument in
Waldron, “Core of the Case”, supra note 14.

91. See Vanessa MacDonnell, “Accounting for a Strong Executive in Constitutional Theory”, Intl J
Constitutional L [forthcoming].

92. See Russell, supra note 13 at 298.
93. Ibid at 298, 299.
94. “Legislatures, it is true, may act precipitately and make questionable decisions. : : : But it is a

dreadful distortion to suggest that such impassioned and inconsiderate behaviour is the norm in
Canadian legislatures.” Ibid at 301.
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studies have shown that there is little evidence of serious deliberation regarding
the notwithstanding clause within legislatures when s.33 is invoked.95

Some advocates of s.33 have responded to concerns about the functioning of
the legislature by dismissing them as the fault of courts and the Charter. To the
extent that legislatures operate in a less than ideal fashion, that is because courts
through judicial review have usurped the legislature’s constitutional role,96 there-
fore leading to ‘democratic debilitation’.97 The argument makes the claim that
while the deliberative features of legislatures as interpreters of rights may have
diminished in response to judicial supremacy post-Charter, legislative capacity
can be built back up in short order.98 Normalizing the use of s.33 would lead to
the resuscitation of legislatures.

To say that the failings of legislatures are the fault of courts is unpersuasive.
The argument assumes without providing evidence that the atrophying of the
legislature’s role in interpreting the Constitution is primarily a result of the
Charter itself and the expansion of judicial power. Substantiating the causal
claim that the Charter has led to democratic debilitation would require establish-
ing some golden age for Parliament and the provincial legislatures prior to 1982
characterized by deep deliberation about rights compared with the post-1982 real-
ity. No such evidence has been provided. Part of the motivation for an entrenched
bill of rights in the first place was the uneven commitment to rights by legislatures
and governments prior to 1982. Even without the Charter, structural barriers to
meaningful deliberation on rights by the legislature would remain, such as party
discipline, executive dominance, and the role of unelected political staffers.

It is important to be clear that I am in no way arguing that only legislatures and
executives can behave anti-democratically. Judges sometimes make errors, issue
decisions shaped by their personal political preferences, defend the institutional

95. Léonid Sirota concludes that the level of deliberation in legislatures in contemplating and
invoking s.33 is seriously deficient. See Centre for Constitutional Studies, “Legacies of
Patriation: Do Legislators Debate Rights When They Make Laws Notwithstanding the
Charter?” (27 April 2022) at 00h:21m:30s, online (video): YouTube www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cZq3QVJzBvw&t=1290s. See also Robert Leckey, “Legislative Choices in
Using Section 33 and Judicial Scrutiny” in Peter L Biro, ed, The Notwithstanding Clause
and the Canadian Charter: Rights, Reforms, and Controversies (McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2024) 109.

96. Goldsworthy summarizes the view that judicialisation of politics leads to legislative “apathy
and irresponsibility.” Goldsworthy, supra note 4 at 213. See also Waldron, Law and
Disagreement, supra note 14 at 254.

97. Mark Tushnet famously argued that judicial review causes the ‘debilitation of democracy’. See
Mark Tushnet, “Policy Distortion and Democratic Debilitation: Comparative Illumination of
the Countermajoritarian Difficulty” (1995) 84:2 Mich L Rev 245. Sujit Choudhry summarizes
Tushnet’s “democratic debilitation” as having two meanings: 1) “dulling the habits of self-gov-
ernment through the removal from the political agenda of the most controversial and important
questions of political morality;” and 2) distorting policy by taking choices off the table. Sujit
Choudhry, Book Review of Judicial power and the Charter: Canada and the paradox of lib-
eral constitutionalism, 2nd ed, by Christopher P Manfredi (2001) 1:2 Intl J Const L 379 at 382.
Manfredi has emphasized the distortion of policy. See Christopher PManfredi, “Judicial Power
and the Charter: Three Myths and a Political Analysis” (2001) 14 SCLR 2d 331 at 335.

98. Echoing one of Tushnet’s two outcomes, Newman writes that “excessive deference to judicial
interpretation of rights may well undermine participation in self-government.” Newman, supra
note 13 at 225.
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interests of the judiciary, or, even, act with hostility toward democracy. There are
prominent instances of courts harming the right of rights. For example, the United
States Supreme Court’s current majority is hindering democracy and deliberately
tilting the electoral playing field.99 Waldron’s warning that courts often err and do
not always protect rights remains powerful, especially in the context of judges
acting as partisans.100 The possibility that a court might behave anti-democrati-
cally is certainly one that must be taken seriously.

A default view that legislatures protect rights and that any decision-making by
courts is unavoidably anti-democratic, however, is one-sided. A more
even-handed approach than Waldron’s should recognize that democracy is
always vulnerable and that there are multiple pressure points. All institutions
wielding public power are fallible and should be scrutinized. The scale of the
likely risks to democracy in any given system must be carefully evaluated.
Part of that assessment is a context-specific one about which branch is more
likely to protect rights and which is more likely to hinder their realization.

In some of his more recent work, Waldron has conceded that political majori-
ties may not always be reliably on the side of rights protection for some unpopu-
lar minorities, for whom the courts are the best institutional ally. He argues that
“criminals and criminal suspects” can be seen as the “beneficiaries of judicial
review” in New Zealand, for example.101 Waldron is here relaxing his famous
four assumptions and accepting some of the basic premises of political process
theory espoused by John Hart Ely102 and encapsulated in the famous Footnote #4
from the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Carolene Products.103

Carolene Products opined that judicial review should protect “discrete and insu-
lar minorities” and Ely was particularly concerned with the political rights of such
groups.104 While expressing reservation about making too much of the point,
Waldron concedes that “any general account of the value or otherwise of judicial
review ought to include a sober assessment of those cases (whether many or few)
where political circumstances make it unlikely that minorities will be able to
secure their rights through the ordinary political process.”105

If the political process regularly fails certain minorities, then we should cer-
tainly be attuned to the possibility that s.33 can and will be used in a way that
harms minority rights. If the political process is likely to fail them and the courts
are barred from intervening by s.33, then minorities will be in a distinctly
precarious position. It is hard to sustain the argument that all uses of s.33 are
‘democratic’ if used to harm the political rights of discrete and insular minorities.

99. See James A Gardner, “The Illiberalization of American Election Law: A Study in Democratic
Deconsolidation” (2021) 90 Fordham L Rev 423.

100. See Ryan D Doerfler & Samuel Moyn, “The Ghost of John Hart Ely” (2022) 75:3 Vand L Rev
769.

101. Waldron, “Who Wants Juristocracy?”, supra note 38 at 6.
102. See John Hart Ely, Democracy and Distrust: A Theory of Judicial Review (Harvard University

Press, 1980); Rosalind Dixon, Democracy and Disfunction (Oxford University Press, 2023).
103. See United States v Carolene Products Co, 304 US 144 at 153 (1938) [Carolene Products].
104. Ibid.
105. Waldron, “Who Wants Juristocracy?”, supra note 38 at 7.
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Viewed in this light, the potential misuse of s.33 is not a boutique concern or
remote possibility, but a defining challenge given the particular make-up of
Canadian constitutional democracy.

d) Imperfect Electoral Accountability

The account of the notwithstanding clause as having impeccable democratic cre-
dentials also rests on a particular set of assumptions as to how elections operate.
Arguments that the notwithstanding clause should be used more regularly tend to
emphasize that the public gets to pass judgment at the ballot box on invocations
of s.33. If a government and legislature choose to attack the political rights of a
minority group and shield it from judicial review by use of s.33, the wisdom of
the disapproving electorate remains as the ultimate check.

Waldron and Goldsworthy’s deep faith in the wisdom of the electorate as a
collective and in the capacity of individual citizens to deliberate is the foundation
of their defence of political majorities. The electorate’s role is to deliberate about
rights and public policy and to elect representatives who will exercise their judg-
ment.106 Elections are the ultimate accountability mechanism if elected represen-
tatives err and, on this theory, legislatures can be punished for misuse of s.33 by
voters.107 In sum, the account of s.33 as democratic relies on an assumption that
elections are mechanisms of retrospective political accountability.

This account finds resonance in the text of s.33. Section 33(3) states that a dec-
laration made under s.33(1) “shall cease to have effect five years after it comes into
force.”108 Five years is the maximum duration of Parliament or a provincial legis-
lature under s.4(1) of the Charter. Section 33(3) therefore ensures the electorate has
the opportunity to pass judgment on the legislature’s invocation of s.33 prior to its
expiration.109 Section 33(3) has little impact, however, if the notwithstanding
clause has been used to diminish the political rights of those likely to oppose
the invocation of s.33. The idea of elections as mechanisms of retrospective
accountability for misuse of s.33 evaporates if the notwithstanding clause is used
in a fashion that harms the right of political participation to a non-trivial extent.

Imagine a legislature that banned a political party in a province. Such actions
could plausibly be seen by the courts as being primarily a matter of freedom of
association, which is protected in s.2 of the Charter and subject to the notwith-
standing clause.110 The capacity of the electorate to fulfill its constitutional role in

106. Waldron believes that elected representatives are more trustees than delegates—they vote as
they see fit for the common good rather than acting as mere mouthpieces for their constituency.
See Waldron, Political Political Theory, supra note 14 at 93-144.

107. See Guy Régimbald & Dwight Newman, The Law of the Canadian Constitution, 2d ed
(LexisNexis, 2017) at 608.

108. Charter, supra note 1 at s 33(3).
109. See Leckey &Mendelsohn, supra note 8 at 199.
110. The formation of political parties could potentially be seen as covered by s.3 of the Charter,

which is outside of the scope of the notwithstanding clause. See Figueroa v Canada (AG),
[2003] 1 SCR 912 [Figueroa], which viewed “meaningful participation” by individuals
through parties as protected by s.3 (ibid at 914ff). In my reading, Figueroa, however, does
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holding a government and legislature to account would be hindered if that party
had a substantial level of support. If the political rights of the electorate are
reduced through invocation of s.33 and the harm is beyond the reach of courts
to remedy, it will be of great consequence whether the restriction is significant
enough to hinder electoral accountability.

Robert Leckey and Eric Mendelsohn offer a more compelling view on the role
of the electorate in relation to s.33. In their assessment, s. 33(3) makes clear that
the “legitimacy [of legislatures] in matters concerning the notwithstanding clause
derives from democratic support” and that “the use of the notwithstanding clause
requires the electorate’s ongoing, or at least episodic, democratic consent.”111

They rightfully encourage us to focus on “the electorate’s ability to play the con-
stitutional role assigned to it by subsection 33(3).”112 The capacity of the elec-
torate to fulfill its constitutional role may in fact be hindered by uses of s.33 that
harm political participation at a non-trivial level.

Elections are also not necessarily straightforward mechanisms of retrospective
accountability. The electorate must consider multiple factors in its deliberations.
The electorate sits in judgment of the decision to invoke s.33, the justifications on
offer for doing so, the quality of deliberation in the legislature on the matter, the
impact on rights and freedoms, and the alternate vision of the constitution that the
legislature substitutes for the actual or anticipated one of the courts. Even where
voters may consider an invocation of s.33 to be abhorrent, however, the prospect
of imposing retrospective accountability may reasonably be outweighed by other
considerations viewed from the perspective of an individual voter. Voters may
favour re-electing the government when considering alternate possible governing
parties. Other issues than s.33 may dominate the political campaign and seem the
most important basis upon which to cast a ballot. There has been no Canadian
political campaign in recent memory in which the decision to use s.33 dominated
the discussion among voters. In other words, voters may reason prospectively
about the government and policies they want in the future rather than focusing
on retrospective accounting for past political misdeeds.

Assuming as we should and as Waldron and Goldsworthy would have us do
that voters are well-intentioned and highly capable, the electorate may still opt
not to punish misuse of s.33 for valid reasons. While it is certainly possible that
voters will cast ballots on the basis of s.33, the assumption that elections provide
a robust check should not be over-stated. Being skeptical of elections as mech-
anisms of retrospective accountability does not reflect doubt as to the capacities
of voters. Rather, it reflects a nuanced and realistic understanding of how elec-
tions actually operate.

not conclusively resolve whether it is s.3 or s.2 which is invoked in the general regulation of
political parties.

111. Leckey & Mendelsohn, supra note 8 at 199.
112. Ibid at 190.
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IV. The Text of the Charter and the Problem of Scope

While the preceding portions of the article have largely addressed the relationship
between s.33 and democracy generally, it is worth considering in more detail the
particular ways that the notwithstanding clause can be used in relation to demo-
cratic rights and freedoms. This section addresses what one can call the scope of
the notwithstanding clause and the potential impact of its more frequent use on
democratic rights and freedoms. Section 33 applies only to sections 2 and 7-15 of
the Charter, but not to sections 3-5,113 which are grouped under the heading of
‘Democratic Rights’.114 As a consequence, s.33 cannot be used in relation to the
right to vote contained in s.3.

One argument available to those who wish to see the notwithstanding clause
invoked more frequently is therefore that any potential harms to democratic rights
are insignificant, because the text of the Charter precludes the use of s.33 in rela-
tion to them. In my view such an argument is unpersuasive. This section makes
two main points.

First, the exclusion of sections 3-5 from the scope of s.33 was a meaningful
design choice that reveals underlying normative commitments about the need to
protect democracy. Recognition that the notwithstanding clause can be misused
in a manner that harms political participation and the legislature’s democratic
legitimacy is built into the text of the notwithstanding clause.

Second, the text adopts a solution to protecting core electoral rights and free-
doms from the notwithstanding clause that is at best partial and incomplete. Many
rights and freedoms essential to flourishing democratic competition are outside of
sections 3-5 and are thus potentially subject to the notwithstanding clause. These
most importantly include the freedom of association and expression in s.2 and the
equality rights in s.15. In other words, the risk to democratic rights and freedoms
remains considerable even if ss.3-5 are excluded from the scope of s.33.

a) The Exclusion of Sections 3-5 and Its Underlying Meaning

The exclusion of sections 3-5 from the ambit of s.33 is significant because these
provisions protect core democratic rights. Section 3 enshrines the right of each
citizen to vote115 and to stand as a candidate116 in federal and provincial elections.

113. Section 33 does not apply to s.6 (mobility rights), official language rights (ss.16-22), minority
education rights (s.23), the right against derogation by the Charter from Aboriginal or treaty
rights (s.25), multicultural heritage (s.27), and gender equality (s.28).

114. Section 33 is therefore of a more limited scope than s.1 on limitations and s.24 on remedies,
each of which on its face applies to all of the rights and freedoms in the Charter. Marion
Sandilands and Danielle Bennett conclude that the best theory to explain why some rights
are immune from s.33 is one tied to proper recognition of Canada’s federal nature, rather than
a “political compromise” or an emphasis on “fundamental rights.” Marion Sandilands &
Danielle Bennett, “The Charter’s Federal Spine: Why are Certain Charter Rights Immune
from the Notwithstanding Clause?” (2022) 43:2 NJCL 169 at 171.

115. It has been held to protect the right of groups of citizens to cast ballots, including prisoners,
non-resident citizens, judges, and those excluded on grounds of mental capacity.

116. See Harvey v New Brunswick (AG), [1996] 2 SCR 876.
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Section 3 also guarantees the “meaningful participation”117 of individuals and
their “effective representation”118 when electoral boundaries are drawn. Unlike
s.3, which pertains directly to the rights of individual citizens, sections 4 and
5 operate as structural protections for free and fair elections.

Section 4 sets five years as the maximum time between elections, as discussed
in the section on electoral accountability. While legislation now often sets fixed
election dates, s. 4(1) sets “an upper limit [between elections] to ensure regular
accountability to the electorate” as a constitutional matter.119 It works as an indi-
rect guarantee of regular elections.120 The Court of Appeal for Alberta held that s.
4(1) codifies “the government’s right to call a general election at any time during
the period of five years.”121 There has been little litigation on s.4 because in the
Charter era, legislatures have respected the five year maximum.122

Section 5 requires the House of Commons and provincial legislatures to meet
at least once a year.123 It is based on earlier Canadian constitutional provisions
and long-standing British tradition. One of the vulnerabilities of parliamentary
democracy is that Parliament may simply not be convened on a regular basis.
If it is not, then the executive may continue to act without having to test the con-
fidence of the House. Particularly after an election that signals a likely change in
government, a refusal to convene the legislature for an unreasonable amount of
time undermines parliamentary democracy.

While not encompassing all of the minimum core of democracy, a universal
franchise, regular and routine elections, and a requirement for the legislature to
meet annually are necessary conditions for parliamentary democracy.124 All of
the potential abuses by legislatures or governments of democratic rights that
would have been made possible by an application of s.33 to ss.3-5 have long
pedigrees in Canada, the U.K., and elsewhere. The framers anticipated

117. Figueroa, supra note 110 at 914ff.
118. Reference re Provincial Electoral Boundaries (Saskatchewan), [1991] 2 SCR 158 at 160.
119. Doug Stoltz, “Fixed Date Elections, Parliamentary Dissolutions and the Court” (2010) 33:1

Canadian Parliamentary Rev 15 at 19. The Constitution Act, 1867, s.50 also imposed a five
year maximum.

120. “Presumably, the purpose of section 4 is to preserve the democratic character of the House of
Commons and legislatures by ensuring that no House of Commons or legislature should last for
an excessive period and not reflect the will of the people.” “Charterpedia: Section 4—
Maximum duration of legislative bodies” (last modified 31 July 2022), online: Government
of Canada www.justice.gc.ca/eng/csj-sjc/rfc-dlc/ccrf-ccdl/check/art4.html.

121. Alberta v Lac La Biche (Town), 1993 ABCA 105 at para 33.
122. “Mindful of this deadline [of 5 years], all governments since Confederation have recommended

that the Governor General dissolve Parliament before the date at which such dissolution would
have been constitutionally required.” “Expiration of the House of Commons” in Marc Bosc &
André Gagnon, eds, House of Commons Procedure and Practice, 3rd ed (House of Commons,
2017) ch 8 at s 7.2.2, online: https://www.ourcommons.ca/procedure/procedure-and-practice-
3/ch_08_6-e.html#8-6-2-2

123. See Charter, supra note 1, s 5.
124. See Rosalind Dixon & David E Landau, “Competitive Democracy and the Constitutional

Minimum Core” in Tom Ginsburg & Aziz Huq, eds, Assessing Constitutional Performance
(Cambridge University Press, 2016) 268; Rosalind Dixon & David E Landau, Abusive
Constitutional Borrowing: Legal globalization and the subversion of liberal democracy
(Oxford University Press, 2021); David Landau & Rosalind Dixon, “Abusive Judicial
Review: Courts Against Democracy” (2020) 53 UC Davis L Rev 1313.
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Canada’s future on the basis of these past experiences. Prior to the Charter, for
example, Parliament and the provincial legislatures repeatedly denied groups of
citizens the right to cast a ballot, for partisan reasons or with discriminatory
intent, against groups deemed unworthy.125

The text of the Charter therefore identifies misuse of s.33 in relation to dem-
ocratic rights as one of the potential flaws in the new, post-1982 constitutional
order that needed to be addressed in advance. The best interpretation of the exclu-
sion of ‘democratic rights’ from the scope of s.33’s is an attempt to prevent legis-
latures or executives from undermining regular elections, transitions between
governments, and a broad-based electorate of all adult citizens. The notwithstand-
ing clause is structured in such a way as to attempt to minimize the chance that
irresponsible legislative action could permanently harm the democratic founda-
tions of the Canadian constitutional order.

b) The Problem of Scope

The exclusion of these ‘democratic rights’ as labelled in the Charter itself from
s.33 is therefore an important and consequential decision and a recognition of the
fragility of democracy. Sections 3-5 of the Charter, however, do not come close
to covering all of the rights and freedoms directly relevant to ensuring a flourish-
ing democracy. A host of other relevant Charter rights and freedoms to full reali-
zation of the ‘right of rights’ are still subject to s.33.

Freedom of political expression in s.2(b) ensures that individuals and groups
can criticize the government and campaign for or against political parties and
candidates. Section 2 also protects freedom of the press, which is undeniably
important in a democracy. Pre-Charter, restrictions on the media or criticism
of the government were sometimes imposed, especially by the Provinces.126

Freedom of association protects the capacity of individuals to organize them-
selves collectively into political parties, interest groups, ‘third party’ election
advertisers, and so on.127 The equality right in s.15 guarantees that candidates
and voters cannot be treated differentially on the basis of prohibited grounds
in a manner that is discriminatory. There may be instances where s.15 rather than
s.3 applies.

In many Charter cases involving political participation, it will be clear
whether s.2, or s.3 or s.15 or some other provision is the applicable one.
Where there is less clarity, the threshold question of which provision applies
to a particular Charter claim ends up being consequential, as it determines

125. For the pre-Charter history, see Elections Canada, A History of the Vote in Canada, 3rd ed
(Elections Canada, 2021) 18-124. Sir John A Macdonald is quoted therein from a speech
to the Legislative Assembly in 1861: “There is no inalienable right in any man to exercise
the franchise” (ibid at 48).

126. For example, see Alberta (AG) v Canada (AG), [1938] UKPC 46.
127. SeeHarper v Canada (AG), [2004] 1 SCR 827 at paras 126-27; Libman v Quebec (AG), [1997]

3 SCR 569 at paras 36-27; BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association v British
Columbia (AG), 2017 SCC 6.
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whether s.33 can be invoked or not.128 This fact has always been the case since
the introduction of the Charter in 1982, but was previously of marginal impor-
tance in the context of less regular use of s.33. The stakes are therefore high for
categorizing a claim as either falling within or outside of the scope of s.33. While
the text of s.33 prevents some of the worst potential outcomes for democracy, it
still applies to rights and freedoms that have a significant role in ensuring a func-
tioning electoral process.

V. Conclusion: Implications for Canadian Democracy

This article has argued that the prevailing theory of the legitimacy of the notwith-
standing clause does not and, indeed cannot, establish all uses of s.33 by the leg-
islature as ‘democratic’. Waldron’s commitment to democracy is an admirable
one. Yet his theory cannot do the work that advocates for more frequent or regu-
lar use of s.33 in Canada claim that it does. Waldron’s account of democracy and
judicial review is akin to a scientific theory that appears valid in the lab, but that
fails under real world conditions. Waldron assumes away challenges that are cen-
tral to the life of Canadian constitutional democracy.

Contrary to Waldron and his defenders, acknowledging the potential misuse of
legislative power through s.33 does not entail faint-heartedness about democracy
and does not compel us to adopt an elitist account that sneers at voters. We can be
democrats with an optimistic account of the good intentions of most elected rep-
resentatives, most of the time, while still recognizing the fallibility of legislatures
and the structural barriers that operate against rights protection. We can respect the
deliberative capacities and political judgement of voters without assuming that the
electorate will always punish abuses of minority rights. We can be skeptical of the
merits of the likely or potential uses of s.33 by legislatures without adopting the
view that courts are infallible. Whether a particular decision by Parliament or a
provincial legislature is democracy enhancing or detracting requires the political
community to make such an assessment on a case-by-case basis.

Debates around the notwithstanding clause over its first 40 years have tended
to focus on its general impact, rather than how it is used in relation to specific
rights or freedoms.129 Particular attention to the relationship between s.33 and
political rights and freedoms, however, is warranted in the current environment.
The political restraint that allowed Canadians the luxury of not having to consider
the full range of uses to which s.33 could be put appears to have dissolved. By
placing the right to vote and some structural democratic rights outside of the
scope of the notwithstanding clause, the text of s.33 prevents some exercises

128. As recently reaffirmed in Toronto (City) v Ontario (AG), 2021 SCC 34, s.3 does not protect the
right to vote in elections other than federal and provincial ones. Municipal elections and elec-
tions for First Nations under federal legislation are notably excluded.

129. For an exception that focuses on the rights of the accused, see Kent Roach, “Dialogue or
Defiance: Legislative Reversals of Supreme Court Decisions in Canada and the United
States” (2006) 4:1 Intl J Const Law 347.
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of the notwithstanding power in relation to democracy. There is still significant
scope, however, for s.33 in relation to political participation. Given the potential
consequences, special attention should be paid to the application of s.33 to politi-
cal rights and freedoms.

If the basis for the notwithstanding clause is democracy, then on Waldron’s
own account, invoking s.33 in a manner that harms the ‘right of rights’ should be
seen as illegitimate. Equality of political participation is the foundation for his
conclusion that the legislature possesses democratic legitimacy. If political par-
ticipation is restricted, then the legislature’s legitimacy is reduced. While misuse
of legislative authority so as to harm democracy has always been a theoretical
concern with accounts that emphasize parliamentary sovereignty, such concerns
are heightened in the context of more regular use of s.33. Unprincipled use of s.33
against the political rights and freedoms of unpopular minorities or political
opponents would have serious, negative consequences for Canadian democracy.
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